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CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to Dave and
Zeus who have passed both the
CGC and Public Assessment
Test. Dave is a veteran who
does outreach for veterans and
youth. Zeus is a rescue who
had a lot of healing to do
before he could train, but once
he and Dave got started, they
couldn’t be stopped! They are a

great team and the week after
they graduated, they did their
first flight!

These beautiful fall days we are having makes it easy to get out with our
dogs to play and hike! Hopefully you have been able to get out and enjoy
the Fall Colors!
The holidays are right around the corner—I’m sure you have noticed that
Home Depot already has its artificial Christmas trees on display and the fake
Santas. These make great training opportunities!
The holidays and cold weather present a new set of challenges when
training your dogs. When it gets snowy and icy many businesses put down
ice melt to prevent their customers from slipping. This ice melt can be hard
on your dog’s paws. You might want to purchase booties now and help your
dog get used to them. And even if you don’t want to regularly use dog
booties, they are a very helpful item for your first aid kit. I have used booties
when my dog was healing from a paw injury. Another idea is to use pad
conditioners like Musher’s Secret to help protect your dog’s pads.
With Thanksgiving coming up, it is important to consider how your dog will
do with a house full of guests and yummy food. Keep practicing the kind of
table manners we expect in restaurants by having your dog practice “under”
your dining room table for meals at home. And hopefully you have been
working diligently on “leave it” the cue of the quarter from the previous
newsletter! Here are two links about human food that is bad for dogs:
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/7-foods-fatal-to-dogs
https://www.animalemergencysd.com/site/blog/2021/07/28/dangerousholiday-foods-for-pets
Training your Dog
Service Dog Training, Therapy Dog Training and even Pet Dog Training is
hard work! It takes time, patience, commitment—there is no magic wand
we can wave--it’s not an instant gratification concept. That is why we as
trainers ask you to commit to an hour a week with us and a minimum of 30
minutes per day of training with your dog. That is why we ask you to fill out
a training log and send it to us—to help you with that commitment. You can
even keep a training journal so you can see your hard work on paper and
the progress you have made. It is your responsibility to teach your dog how
to live in your world. Those of you who have risen to the occasion know who
you are. You are the ones who are finishing out your dogs and graduating!
Those of you who cancel, neglect training, or postpone trainer sessions are
going to have a tougher time succeeding. We realize that life does
intervene—we all have busy lives—work, family, health issues, and life can

MORE CLIENT HIGHLIGHTS
Congratulations to Lisa and
Vader for passing their Canine
Good Citizen Test and their
Therapy Dog Test! Lisa is a
social worker at a local high
school and will be using Vader
to help with her high school
students she counsels!

be a struggle. But if your dog is not making the progress you hoped, look at
yourself and honestly ask yourself if you have been giving your dog the time,
patience, and commitment that we have asked for.
It is an amazing feeling as a trainer when a client tells me that they have
reached that “turning point” where all the months of work are suddenly
starting to pay off. I have had multiple clients tell me that their dog is starting
to “get it” at that point. These are the clients who haven’t given up and done
their best to honor their commitment to their dog and their goals. Often, the
dog has a lot to do with it as well. Those of you with puppies under a year old
will see a “turn” that also has to do with maturity.
There are those of you who have been working hard and it has just taken a
long time because of your challenges, or you have a dog with extra
challenges. I am so proud of you for sticking with it and not giving up!
To all our clients—it is worth it! These dogs can change your lives for the
better—you can do this!
Remember, your trainer is putting in the time and the miles to do their best
for you and your dog. If you must cancel with less than 24 hours’ notice you
need to pay your trainer for their time unless your cancellation is due to
illness or emergency.

CUE OF THE QUARTER
Stay is another of those lifetime cues that will make life easier for you and

Vader is a 7-year-old Schnoodle
(Schnauzer/Poodle).

your dog. Teaching a standing stay, a sit/stay and a down/stay is an important
part of your dog’s repertoire. In addition, Under, Place and the custom cues
of Front, Behind, Center, and Turn have implied stays. So how do you work
on this? Like everything else, in very small steps, setting your pup up for
success with each step. One great way to think about Stays is to discuss the
“Three D’s”—Duration, Distance, and Distraction.
Duration: First you add duration second by second, by being next to your
dog, clicking/marking and feeding treats with a high rate of reinforcement
every second or so. Your dog thinks to herself, “why move? I’m getting all
these yummy treats!” Then you can click/mark and treat every 2-3 seconds,
then slowly build up more time second by second. You get the idea. Once
that is going well you can also practice a game called the 300 Peck method.
Ask for a stay, click/treat at 1 second; then count to 2, click/treat, then count
to 3 seconds, etc. If you dog breaks, you must start over at 1 second.
Remember, don’t practice too long, give your dog plenty of fun breaks so
they don’t get bored or tired. Once you have a nice 30 second stay, then you
can go to the next step.

Vader, Lisa, Dave and Zeus
proudly showing off their CGC
ribbons!

Distance: when you start adding distance, you throw out any duration you
have achieved and start back at zero. Tell your dog to stay, take one step
back, click, and return to your dog to treat her. Or you can take one step
back, then return to your dog, and click/treat (practice both). If your pup is
quick to get up once you move away, you might have to break it into even
smaller steps and move your foot without moving your body. Or, even
smaller, shift your body weight in preparation to move, but don’t move, and

click/treat. Take it as slowly as your dog needs. There is a funny training trick that says the
slower you go, the smaller the increment you use to train, the quicker the training will go
because you are setting your dog up for success each tiny step of the way. And then, guess
what? As you take step by slow step away from your pup, you are naturally rebuilding
duration! Finally, once you have a nice distance of 20 feet using a long line (the goal for
your Canine Good Citizen Test), you can move on to the next step.
Distractions: when your pup is ready for this step, you need to throw out duration and
distance and start at zero again. Each room in your home, each new place you practice stay,
is going to provide its own distractions. Go at your pup’s pace, and start with zero distance
and zero duration, then first build up duration around the distraction. Once that is good,
then start at zero again and build up distance. Next thing you know, you have combined the Three D’s and are getting a
reliable stay with your pup! Make a list of the distractions that your dog needs to practice stays around: people walking
by, squirrels, bikes, food, movement—your movement too, office distractions, and so on. Build up slowly.
Tips and Tricks: Guess what? The Do-Nothing Game and Relax on a Mat are two sneaky ways to help teach stay! The
Do-Nothing Game relies on you as the handler sitting quietly and waiting for that moment to capture when your dog
chooses to lie down on its own. Choice—powerful! When you dog thinks it’s her own choice, she has more buy in to
staying! Relax on a Mat is dependent on several cool training concepts—shaping, classical conditioning, operant
conditioning. You use an easily portable mat or towel. When you put it down on the floor for the dog, you must be
ready with your marker word or clicker and click the moment the dog looks at the mat, sniffs at the mat, walks towards
the mat, steps around the mat, steps on the mat, sits on the mat, lies on the mat. Use a high rate of reinforcement and
deliver the treat on the mat! The dog thinks to herself, “wow, there is something about this mat that is earning me great
treats! Maybe I need to keep investigating this mat.” You must remain neutral and not say anything except with Yes or a
click, so they figure it out on their own. Keep the session short so it stays interesting, end on a success, even if your dog
merely steps on the mat, end with getting them to
play with a toy or do a “touch” to get them off the
mat and put the mat away. The goal is for them to
lie down on their own. Once they do that, you
click/treat for lying down, for signs of relaxation like
hip shifts, sniffing the mat, blinking, calmly looking
around, sighs/deep breathing, lowered head. Keep
putting the treats on the mat between their front
feet. Once they have relaxed, if the clicker gets them too Pirate snuggling on his blanket
Pirate relaxing on his blanket
excited, you can use “yes” and slowly/calmly deliver the treats at their feet on the mat. We
want the pup to become a Mat aficionado so that the moment you put the mat down they
are rushing to the mat to lie down on their own. Then the mat can become a cue itself and you can put it anywhere and
they will settle down. It can be a bridge to help them relax at a restaurant, the airplane, even practicing for the CGC!

EXERCISE OF THE QUARTER
Canine Cavalettis: Because the weather will get colder and it will be harder to get outside to exercise your
dogs, homemade cavalettis and other obstacle
courses could be a good way to have fun with
your dog when the snow is falling. You don’t need
to buy formal equipment but can use things
around your home like brooms, rakes, mops, yard
sticks, shovels, as you can see in the pictures.
Cavalettis are a great way to help dogs with their
footing, realize they have hind legs, build

confidence, and get some good mental and physical energy
releases. I used shoes, books, and DVDs to prop up handles
of cleaning items and outdoor rakes to make cavaletti
courses for my dogs. It teaches them to step carefully and
adjust their steps. Our victory was when Marfa didn’t knock
anything over! I have used cavalettis to help dogs who are
nervous with their footing in cars and elevators. REMEMBER
to start slowly, with poles on the ground to get them used to
stepping over something. Keep it short and simple. Always
warm up your pup with some brisk trotting first and even do
some of the stretching exercises we covered in previous newsletters: spin, roll over,
crawl. Check out these great websites below for more information.
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/training/canine-cavaletti-at-home-exercises-for-your-dog/
https://the-balanced-dog.com/2020/08/05/cavaletti-for-dogs/

CANINE GOOD CITIZEN TESTING TIPS
Supervised Separation
This skill demonstrates that a dog can be left with a trusted person. The evaluator will hold the dog’s leash
while you go out of sight for 3 minutes. The dog does not have to stay in position but should not continually
howl, whine, pace, bark, or try to get away. So how to work on this if your pup is having trouble with it? Think
back to the article above on duration, distance, and distractions for stays. Start small! Either have someone
hold your dog’s leash, or if you are at home, tether your dog to mimic the
testing conditions. Put them right at a corner. Take one step around the
corner but leave half of your body visible to your pup, click, then return to
your pup to deliver the treat. Do this several times. Then have most of your
body around the corner out of sight, click, return to treat. Then do all your
body briefly out of sight (no more than 1 second), click, return to treat.
Repeat that step several times. If your pup is doing well, then ONLY add
duration right around the corner out of sight by one second at a time. Do
NOT add any more distance yet. I want you to be able to click and treat
Ken & Lizzie demonstrating around the
immediately. Once you have built up a decent duration, then throw out
corner from each other
duration and add distance one step at a time, clicking at the farthest step.
Another way to work on this is to have your helper or trainer hold the leash and be the one who is clicking and
treating for each step, each second and build up in the same way as above. This way lets the dog know the
person holding her is safe.
Service Dog Skills for Airline Travel
Airline Travel with your Service dog is the ultimate advanced outing that requires a lot of skills and calm
behavior for you and your dog! Here is the list of skills that you dog should have: Loose leash walking; leave it;
manners; potty on cue; back; wait; go; spin; place/under/down, sit/stay or down/stay at leash length; come;
heel/side; waiting in line and using front or behind or center or even a sit/stay/stand/stay/down/stay. Your
dog should be able to handle a variety of sights, sounds, smells calmly. So should you!
One of the skills we

Marfa demonstrating
backing into the row of
seats

can’t practice is being on the plane, settling in tight, cramped
spaces and feeling how the plane moves for take-offs and
landings. That is why the light rail and buses can be an
important part of your training. However, you can practice the
skills your dog needs to get comfortable in airline seating. Line
up three chairs facing a wall or even your couch, trying to use
the distance between airline seats as a guide (in other
words—not much room!). Practice backing your dog into the
space. Practice having your dog turn in the tight space.
Practice having your dog lie at your feet in the tight space.

Marfa showing that an 80 lb dog
can curl up in a tight space

Another skill to work on is having your dog do a sit/stay or down/stay, you step through a doorway still
holding the leash, the same way you would step through the scanner at TSA, and then call your dog through
the doorway.
Things you need for every outing
Having a service or therapy dog going a variety of places is like taking a baby everywhere. You need to be
prepared with some of the same things every time. You need your treat bag, treats, clicker. You need poop
bags. You also need water, a water bowl (there are great collapsible bowls you can attach to your treat bag or
the dog’s vest). It also helps to have some wet wipes that can be used on your hands as well as wiping up a
poop stain off the floor. For travel, have a little Tupperware container that has wipes and baggies. That way if
you have a mess to clean up but don’t have a trash can available, you can put the mess in a baggie, then in the
Tupperware container, then store it in your bag until you can dispose of the mess. That keeps it from getting
stinky for you and fellow travelers. For going through x-ray check points, it helps to have your treats in a zip
lock baggie that can be taken out of the treat bag. It helps the TSA agents see what they are and may keep
your bag from being flagged for a separate search.
Odds and Ends
❖ Cathy is putting together a video for presentations - if you would be willing to be filmed for this video,
please contact her at faithfullyk9@yahoo.com. She is looking for clients that are willing to share their
experiences before working with us, during, and after if you have already graduated. This video will
also be on our website.
❖ Tell us how your dog is changing your life. Send to faithfullyk9@yahoo.com. We can use some of these
letters for future newsletters and grants.
For Veterans: https://vetexpeditiontherapy.org/

Veterans Expedition Therapy is dedicated
to improving mental health in veteran
community by connecting veterans and
their families with the outdoors, improving
quality of life, and reduce social isolation
through meaningful personal connections.

National Day of Giving takes place on the Tuesday after Thanksgiving, which occurs every fourth Friday of
November. This year, it takes place on November 29. Did you know that the National Day of Giving was only
created in 2012? National Day of Giving, also known as Giving Tuesday or Global Day of Giving follows three
major shopping days: Black Friday, Small Business Saturday, and Cyber Monday. It is created to unleash the
power of radical generosity by giving to those in need or charities. Non-profits and charitable organizations
usually participate in the day to run end-of-year campaigns and fundraise for the disadvantaged and
underserved. Giving Tuesday is a global movement observed in most countries around the world.
Please consider donating to Faithfully K9!

https://www.faithfullyk9.com/donate

About Colorado Gives Day
Join in on Colorado's statewide movement! On the first Tuesday of December since 2010, Coloradans have
come together to support the nonprofits that make a difference in our lives. Colorado Gives Day has grown to
be Colorado's largest 24-hour giving event, raising more than $362 million for nonprofits across the state since
it began. ColoradoGives.org is home to Colorado Gives Day, and your one-stop shop for making good happen
for our community.
Faithfully K9 is a 501(c)(3) Non-profit business and provides our training services to veterans and 1st
responders free of charge and therefore we rely on donations to keep us going. Please consider donating to
Faithfully K9! Click here to donate:

https://www.coloradogives.org/organization/FaithfullyK9

Are you or anyone you know a member of a service club that will support to nonprofits like Faithfully K9? Let
us know!

Snow Procedure:
If the roads are bad, we will not meet in person. We don't want to put our trainers or
our clients in danger by trying to drive on slick roads. Your trainer may offer a virtual
training instead.
Cancellation Notice:

Stellar shoveling snow!

Please remember that if you cancel with less than 24 hours’ notice, you still owe your trainer
their hourly training fee, even if you are a Veteran or First Responder. Our trainers spend
time preparing for your training sessions, try to line up sessions back-to-back so they aren’t
driving all over the Metro area and don’t have gaps in their day where they are stuck not
being able to do any work. It really causes problems with last minute cancellations. The only
exception is cancellation due to illness because we do want to be as safe as possible and not
be the cause of spreading Covid or other fun viruses floating around. We will also give you
the same consideration. Thank you for understanding!

Clockwise: Veterans DIA Trip: Dave/Zeus,
Mel/Koba, Jesse/Beau, Vic/Rey. DIA Train
Practice: Jesse/Beau, Rey, Zeus, Koba.

All articles written by Anne
Burgess unless otherwise noted.

